For Immediate Release
Bag Boy’s New T-2000 Travel Cover Features Patent Pending Pivot Grip™ Handle
Designed to Reduce Arm and Wrist Strain While Transporting Clubs
RICHMOND, Va., Nov. 7, 2011- Bag Boy, a company known for engineering and designing innovative
push carts, golf bags and travel covers, has taken the technology from its popular Revolver series of
golf bags and developed a revolutionary travel cover. The T-2000 travel cover features a patent
pending Pivot Grip™ handle that rotates 360 degrees which reduces arm and wrist strain while
transporting clubs.
“Our R&D team has done an outstanding job in taking advanced technology from our golf bag line
and applying it to the T-2000 travel cover,” said Craig Ramsbottom, President, Dynamic Brands Golf
Division. “Our testing shows that the Pivot Grip ™ reduces strain on the arm and wrist by 100%
percent from travel covers with traditional handles. Golfers will see and feel the difference
immediately when they travel with the T-2000.”
The ergonomic pivot grip is built into the top of the T-2000. The handle rotates 360 degrees to make
changing directions simple, never having to let go of the travel bag. The T-2000 is made of durable
1680D nylon and features an ultra-thick wrap-around padded top, sturdy PVC back with an extended
ABS base for maximum club protection, two oversized garment pockets and a shoe pocket. The
deluxe in-line skate wheels provide the traveler smooth and quiet rolling action. The travel cover fits a
48-inch driver and up to a 10-inch cart bag.
Additional features of the T-2000 travel cover include dual lift handles, a lockable, full wrap-around
main zipper which simplifies access and packing, durable padded carry handles and an internal
compression strap to stabilize the bag during travel.
The T-2000 will be available mid-December in three colors ̶ red/black, silver/black, royal/black. The
suggested retail is $189.95 (U.S.) and includes a one-year warranty.
About Bag Boy
Founded in 1946, Bag Boy has become one of the most respected brands in golf by building a
reputation for unmatched quality, unbelievable durability and unsurpassed innovation and design. Bag
Boy designs, manufactures and distributes a full line of innovative golf bags, push carts, travel covers
and accessories designed for a golfer's on-course convenience and comfort. Dynamic Brands is the
parent company of Bag Boy and is located in Richmond, Va. Also in the Dynamic Brands portfolio are
Burton®, Datrek®, Devant® and Sir Christopher Hatton®. For information on Bag Boy visit
www.bagboy.com or follow on facebook http://www.facebook.com/BagBoyGolf .
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